Abstract-In recent years, lightweight materials have been adopted in airframe design as a means to reduce aircraft weight. These lightweight materials provide adequate strength and durability, but at the expense of reduced structural rigidity. This increase in structural flexibility leads to a significant increase in the effects of aero-elastic interaction forces and moments, which can lead to important aircraft stability and control issues. In this paper, the optimal control design of an elastically shaped aircraft that has highly flexible wings is discussed. The aircraft has the capability to actively change the wing twist and bending in flight so as to achieve a local angle of attack distribution that is optimal for the specific flight condition. The aircraft has twenty three control surfaces, distributed along the trailing edge and leading edge of each wing. A multi-objective performance index that includes an explicit drag minimization term is considered, and a static output feedback controller design is performed using this performance index. Simulation results demonstrate the optimal wing shape change trajectories as well as the validity of the designed controller in stabilizing this elastic aircraft. The drag reduction achieved using static output feedback is compared with that obtained using full state feedback.
I. INTRODUCTION
Morphing and adaptive aircraft structures possess the ability to adapt and optimize their shape to achieve dissimilar, multi-objective mission roles efficiently and effectively. There have been several studies into morphing aircraft that have focused on the steady-state benefits of altering a configuration for issues such as fuel consumption, range and endurance, cost and logistics, actuator energy, maneuverability and airfoil requirements [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] . There have also been studies with pre-dominant focus on aerodynamic performance and materials; these have demonstrated clear benefits of morphing as measured by aerodynamic performance metrics. The introduction of morphing, or shape-changing actuation, to an aircraft will alter the shape and aerodynamics of the vehicle. In some applications, this shape changing option consists of schemes that modify one or more of the wing area, sweep angle, wing span and airfoil camber, in a manner as to make the aircraft aerodynamically efficient. When the rate of morphing is of the same order of magnitude as the flight dynamics of the [14] , [15] , [16] .
The focus of this paper is an elastically shaped aircraft [1] , [2] , [3] that has highly flexible wings, whose shape can be actively controlled in flight. More precisely, the wing twist and bending can be altered in flight as a means to achieve a local angle of attack distribution, that is optimal for the specific flight condition -the optimality being in the context that the wing shape results in lower drag and (as a consequence) lower fuel consumption. Such a wing can accommodate significant curvature when compared to a planar wing design, thereby facilitating lower drag. The aircraft concept is biologically inspired and has its origins in the efficient manner in which birds change their wing shapes during flight. This distributed-flap, distributed-slat wing concept [1] , [2] is referred to as the VCCTEF (Variable Camber Continuous Trailing Edge Flap) and is shown in Figure 1 . The optimal control design technique used in this paper incorporates a multi-objective performance index [1] in that the drag term directly enters the performance index that is to be minimized. While [1] discusses the design technique with full state feedback, this paper discusses the design technique with output feedback. The output feedback is taken to be static, i.e. there is no dynamic estimator used in this paper, since it is desired that the order of the controller be kept small. The ensuing design equations for minimizing this multi-objective performance index with output feedback, are demonstrated. The optimal output feedback gains are used to simulate the closed loop aircraft, and the optimal wing shape trajectories that result in minimal drag are demonstrated. A comparison is made between the drag reduction achieved using static output feedback and that achievable using full state feedback.
II. AIRCRAFT DYNAMIC MODEL
The state space representation of the aero-servo-elastic flight dynamics model is expressed as: 
The two first terms form the standard LQR cost function, while the last term is designed to minimize the drag coefficient, with q d being used as a weighting factor. The drag characteristics of the aircraft are described by:
whereK is a drag polar parameter, C L x is the lift stability derivative, C L u is the lift control derivative, C D u is the drag control derivative and C D u 2 is the positive-definite quadratic drag control derivative matrix. Note that
is of size (23 × 23). Hence, the cost function can be rewritten as:
The multi-objective flight controls will be output feedback of the form u = −Ky
where K is a matrix of constant feedback coefficients to be determined by the design procedure. The output vector y contains the outputs of the rigid-body aircraft dynamics which are described as:
The outputs of the flexible wing dynamics are the accelerations measured by sensors placed at selected locations on the wing. They can be computed as:
q e = Eẋ e = EA ee x e + EA er x r + EB ee u e + EB er u r (7) whereq e = q wqθ T is the generalized acceleration vector and E = 0 2m×2m I 2m×2m , with m = 20 being the number of mode shapes which are used to calculate the physical acceleration vector a e as follows:
where
withẅ andθ being the acceleration vectors in bending and torsion whose index n ranges from 1 to l, with 1 denoting the location close to the wing root and l denoting the wing tip location. Therefore, the output vector of the flexible wing is expressed as: (11) In this paper, we assume that the output measurements come from only one wing bending acceleration sensor and one torsional acceleration sensor located at the wing tip. Therefore, the matrix F is given as:
Therefore, based on equation (11) the output is represented in the following standard form:
We define a new output variableȳ such thatȳ = y − Du. Hence, by substitutingȳ = Cx in equation (5) the feedback input becomes:
Now substituting equation (13) in equation (4) leads to:
After expanding equation (14), the cost function may be expressed in terms of K as follows:
where:
Since C D 0 and C L 0 are both constants, minimization of J in (15) is equivalent to minimization ofĴ in the following
Denoting n to represent the total number of states, suppose there is a (1×n) vector P 1 and a positive semi-definite (n×n) matrix P 2 such that:
Then,Ĵ can be expressed as:
Assuming that the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable, integration of the above equation leads to the expression:
By performing the differentiation indicated in (19), and making the substitutioṅ
we arrive at the equation:
Since (23) must hold for all values of x, we can equate coefficients of x on both sides of the equation, and then substitute for N and M from Equations (16) and (17), respectively, to get:
Now, we define g 1 and g 2 , such that:
Now we require that the constraints g 1 = 0 and g 2 = 0 be satisfied, in order that (24) and (25) hold true. Note that g 1 is a 1 × n vector, while g 2 is a n × n symmetric matrix.
Using the Lagrange multiplier approach we can define the Hamiltonian as:
where S 1 is a (n × 1) vector and S 2 is a symmetric (n × n) matrix of Lagrange multipliers that need to be determined. We set the conditions for the multi-objective function minimization with output feedback as follows:
By defining:
equation (30) can be written as:
Then, we defineX = x(0)x T (0). Subsequently, equation (32) is rewritten as
Equations (35) and (36) are Lyapunov equations expressed in standard form. We can solve equation (29) for P 1 as follows:
Next we solve equation (31) for S 1 to get:
Thus in order to obtain the output feedback gain that minimizes the cost functional J, we need to solve the four equations (35), (36), (37), (38) for P 2 S 2 , P 1 , S 1 , respectively. We then use the solutions to these four equations in (33) to determine the optimal output feedback gain K.
Note how the above optimal control is different from the standard optimal control u = −R −1 B T Px that is obtained for the standard LQR problem, with full state feedback. The optimal control is also different from the LQR output feedback control, with the additional terms in the above optimal control equation arising due to the presence of the drag minimization term that exists in the performance index. The performance index of Equation (2) pertains to drag minimization and is valid during the cruise phase of flight. Along these lines, a second performance index that seeks to use the control surfaces optimally so as to create maximal lift during take-off can also be proposed. This performance index would be as follows:
where the first two terms correspond to the standard LQR cost function, while the last term is designed to maximize the lift co-efficient with q L > 0 being used as a weighting factor. Such a performance index would be valid as long as C L is positive. Solving the system of equations is done numerically by using the following algorithm given below. This approach for computing K uses an iterative method [17] . The algorithm comprises the following steps:
is asymptotically stable.
• 2. For the k th iteration, we set A k = A − BK k C
• 3. Solve equations (35), (36), (37), (38) for P 1 k , S 1 k ,P 2 k and S 2 k . Then solve equation (33) for the gain K.
where α is chosen such that A k = A − BK k C is asymptotically stable and J k+1 ≤ J k .
• 6. If J k+1 and J k are very close to each other then set K optimal = K k+1 and J optimal = J k+1 and terminate. Otherwise update α and go to step 2.
IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS The controller design is performed for a flight condition of Mach 0.88, which corresponds to a longitudinally unstable configuration for the VCCTEF. For this flight condition, the output feedback equations (35), (36), (37), (38) are solved for different initial gains. Figure 2 is a plot of the performance indexĴ computed starting from an initial gain K 0 , as a function of the iteration number. As can be seen, the performance index converges. Preliminary simulation results with the designed controller gain matrix are demonstrated in Figures  3, 4 and 5. The static output feedback controller ensures that the closed loop system is stable. Figure 3 shows the rigid body states α and q, as well as the elevator deflection δ e . Figure 4 show the generalized co-ordinates associated with the elastic states q w and q θ respectively. Figure 5 shows the corresponding wing shaping inputs generated by the controller, which include the slat and flap deflections δ s and δ f respectively. 
where Z is the number of terms in the Fourier sine series. In practice, the trailing edge of the elastic aircraft is only piecewise continuous due to considerations of physical implementation. Therefore, the actual flap deflection is a piecewise linear approximation of the theoretical flap deflection. Thus
. is the location of one of the two edges of a spanwise flap segment, and Z is the number of spanwise segments of the flap deflection (see Figure 1 ). Using the (1) that are related to the flap as the coefficients A 0 , A 1 , ..., A 10 , we get the shape of the trailing edge of the wing to be as shown in Figure 7 . This figure shows time snapshots of the optimal shape of the trailing edge flaps of the wing, that will lead to minimal drag at the flight condition chosen for this model. Following a similar procedure, time snapshots of the optimal shape of the leading edge slats of the wing are also obtained, and these are demonstrated in Figure 8 . Figure 9 shows the time history of the perturbation drag coefficient C D as a function of time. Recall that the flexible outputs assumed available for feedback in this design (Refer Equation 12) are the wing bending and torsional deflection at the wing tip. Also shown in this figure for purposes of comparison, is the perturbation drag coefficient obtained as a consequence of full state feedback (i.e. wherein the bending and torsional deflections over all the stations on each wing are available for measurement). As one would expect, the full state feedback case shows lower values of C D than the output feedback case. Figure 10 shows a similar comparison being performed between the flexible output equation of (12) and the one corresponding to (42). It can be observed that (42) corresponds to the scenario of four sensors (two each for measurement of bending and torsional deflections respectively) on each wing. The improvement in drag reduction as a consequence of using these four wing sensors is marginal at best, when compared to that using two sensors on each wing. Finally, Figure 11 shows the spanwise wing bending and torsion distribution at several time instants. In this paper, the use of static output feedback to determine control laws for active wing shaping of a passenger aircraft conceptualized at NASA, is demonstrated. The wing has the ability to change its shape through separate deformations of its leading and trailing edges. A multi-objective performance index that incorporates an additional term explicitly for drag reduction is used, and the corresponding output feedback control law is derived. Simulations of the closed loop aircraft with this control law are performed, and these simulations demonstrate the optimal wing shape trajectories, for minimal drag. A comparison is made between the drag reduction achieved with static output feedback that uses two and four wing deformation sensors respectively, and that obtained using full state feedback.
